Task A
Create your own Greek God or
Goddess. Draw a picture of them
and underneath, explain what their
special abilities are.

Task B
List at least 5 different ways you
could help the environment.

Task E

Task F

Brainstorm all of the ways in which
you should care for yourself and
explain why each is important.

Task C
Write a set of instructions on how to
plant a seed and look after it.

Task D
Draw some pictures of different
weather and add a phrase in Spanish
to describe it.
eg. it is snowing= Esta nevando

Task G
Draw and design (or sculpt) a Greek
shield.

Task H
Research and find out about any
Hindu God. Design a fact-file poster
all about them!

Task K
Design a piece of art work inspired by
local artist: Norman Cornish

Task L
Plant a seed in a pot at home or your
garden. Look after it carefully and
watch as it grows.
Make notes of your observations and
include diagrams.

Then write some examples to show
what you have done to be eco-friendly.

Bake a cake or make some biscuits with help from
an adult!
Weigh out and measure each ingredient carefully
and make note of it.

Can you write it in grams and kilograms?
Millilitres and litres?
Remember 1000g = 1kg
Remember 1000ml = 1L

Task I
Look in your cupboard and write down 3
things that have been bought.
•
•
•

Work out the total amount it
would cost.
Now do the same again with 3
different items.
Work out the difference between
your two totals.

Task J
Design an item of Greek clothing. Then
create a poster to advertise it.

Trace a map of your country
and mark on the main cities,
rivers/seas and hills
Draw the flag of your chosen
country

The geography
• Location- where is it?
• Size
• Weather
• Population- how many
people
• Regions
• Capital city
• Landscape- flat or
beaches or lakes or
mountains
The Language
Find out how to say some
simple phrases- hello, goodbye,
please, thank you, my name is
Find out the numbers 1-10
Schools
Find out about the school day,
what they learn etc

Find out about one country in Europe eg. France, Germany,
Spain, Norway, The Netherlands, Switzerland etc
Research facts, find pictures or make drawings and put together
sections of information about each of the following in to a book

Famous landmarks in that country
•
•

Physical eg.rivers, mountains
Man-made eg. cathedrals,
Eiffel tower

(Here are some ideas for a Project on Britain
http://projectbritain.com/ )

Project Europe

Find a traditional story or myth that
comes from that country
Eg. The Pied Piper from Germany
Tell the story in 8 parts with
pictures

.

Famous people
Find out about famous people from this country. It could be an
artist, composer, sports person, singer etc

The capital city
Find out more about the capital city
(You could find some facts about
other main cities)

Traditional Food
What food is grown and usually eaten there? Draw pictures and
describe the food. (You might even try some if you get the
chance)

Special Traditions- what do they
celebrate and why?

